Mobile consumers seek strong signals and bandwidth to access information everywhere, including inside of your facility. Finding the right solution for the increasing demands of wireless coverage in your building can be a challenge. American Tower can help.

As a leading provider of wireless network infrastructure, American Tower offers unique advantages, experience and support that make us a valuable partner to facility owners. We can help you establish a Distributed Antenna System (DAS) network that meets the communication and data needs of your guests and staff today and into the future.

Our neutral-host networks support multiple carriers and their networks. They offer the ability to upgrade and expand to accommodate both current and future technologies.

For More Information

To learn how American Tower can help your facility develop a wireless network, please contact:

877-409-6966
leasing@americantower.com
In-Building Distributed Antenna Systems

Why American Tower

American Tower owns and operates more In-Building DAS networks than any other company in the U.S. Partnering with us offers unique advantages when it comes to delivering wireless network service in your building.

Long-term, enhanced coverage and capacity solutions – Our networks are both scalable and flexible, adapting to evolving technology and your changing needs.

Single wireless infrastructure that supports all service providers and frequencies – With the ability to support multiple carriers and technologies, our networks are attractive to wireless service providers.

Non-intrusive installation – Adding an American Tower DAS network to your property will not impact the use of your facilities. It’s business as usual.

Financial strength – As an S&P 500 company with an investment-grade credit rating, our financial strength enables us to provide property owners with creative financial solutions to help minimize the cost of your network solution.

Relationships with carriers – Our relationships allow us to market your property to all major wireless providers and most regional and local carriers, maximizing the exposure of your property and deployment potential.

End-to-End Support

Each DAS solution requires a customized approach from start to finish, and American Tower has developed processes that manage every step of the project. We scale our solutions for any technology, number of service providers and frequency or traffic volume, and we deliver complete solutions from design to deployment.

Project management – We coordinate and manage all radio frequency walk testing, site acquisition, planning and permitting, environmental compliance, construction and engineering.

Site design and construction – Our team of experienced engineers design networks that meet the needs of your facility and accommodate each service provider’s coverage and capacity needs. We source all hardware, perform the installations, hire and manage all required labor and optimize and test the system before it goes live.

Network operations and monitoring – We provide complete maintenance, repair and network monitoring services through our 24/7 Network Operations Center.

Best-in-class support – Our Property Managers provide a single point of contact, addressing your needs throughout the life of the system, including sales, accounting and network coordination.

Experience

Since 2001, American Tower has been working with property owners to develop solutions for delivering wireless connectivity. Let our expertise help you develop a streamlined wireless network, tailored to suit your needs.

We design, deploy and integrate our In-Building DAS networks to allow wireless service providers to deliver the coverage they need.

We have rights to develop DAS networks for more than 1,000 properties, including hospitals, colleges and universities, casinos, malls, hotels, sporting arenas and entertainment venues.